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From the President
Today, environmental issues touch every aspect of our
lives—our health, society, economics, and politics; the
places we live, work, and play.
Thanks to you, Island Press can convey the relationship
between each of these and the systems that support
life on earth. We can work with the best minds to make
solutions widely available so that they can be used to
create change.
Publishing, like all media industries, has been challenged by the transition to
an increasingly digital world. Your support is enabling Island Press to evolve
in this time of rapid change, and we have begun to implement an exciting
and challenging vision for what being a publisher in the 21st century can
mean. Through books, articles, events, partnerships, and new media, we are
promoting ideas that help people on the front lines of conservation affect
change.
We see an opportunity to think differently, and embarked on several new
projects in 2015. Innovative efforts like our Urban Resilience Project, which
works with activists to develop articles and opinion pieces, are promoting a
broader vision for what a resilient city should be. Another new initiative aims
to strengthen our partnerships. These collaborations promote our authors
and their ideas through nearly 100 regional and national environmental
organizations—ensuring we reach the people who are best positioned to
adopt and adapt the innovative practices of our authors to solve problems.
Of course, publishing books remains at the core of what we do. Thoughtful
editing and imaginative outreach are still vitally important. Our mission and
environmental focus allow us to do both: we understand the issues that
matter to our readers, and we share the commitment of our authors, readers,
and dedicated supporters to making a difference.
Enclosed is a report on our activities in 2015. I hope to provide a glimpse
into just some of the ways your support is making a positive difference in the
world. From all of us, thank you.

2015
BY THE
NUMBER S
27 BOOKS PUBLISHED
20 BOOKS TRANSLATED INTO
6 LANGUAGES
190,453 PRINT AND
E-BOOKS SOLD

76 PARTNERS COLLABORATING
ON PROJECTS

35 ORIGINAL ARTICLES placed
in 17 media outlets
19 FREE WEBINARS reaching
over 8,500 people
6,000 HOURS OF ONLINE

TRAINING provided to nearly
green building
professionals

4,000

40 PUBLIC RADIO

APPEARENCES by Island
Press authors

110 CITIES around the world
visited by Island Press
authors

550 MENTIONS of Island Press
David Miller
President
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Revealing the Mystery of the Wild
In this era of intensifying
environmental threats and urban
revitalization, it is easy to feel
that the wild is slipping further
and further away. Yet wild places
provide an essential touchstone
that connects people to the
natural systems that sustain life.
In Satellites in the High Country,
journalist Jason Mark travels to the
edges of civilization’s grid to show
us that the mystery of the wild still
exists, and is more crucial than ever.

At a discussion convened by the
Bay Area Open Space Council, Jason
spoke with an engaged group of
professionals from preservation
groups, land trusts, and national
park staff. This event encapsulated
exactly what we set out to do with
his book: “engage practitioners in
questions that permeate their dayto-day work, such as the tension
between a wild landscape and
a domesticated one,” in Jason’s
words.

Upon publication, we set out to
spark new conversations about how
to conserve wild places as climate
change and habit destruction are on
the rise—as well as how to impart
an appreciation for nature in future
generations.

Reflecting on the impact of his book,
he told us: “The book is providing
the intellectual ammunition and
inspiration for people to continue to
do [conservation] work. That was my
interest. It is definitely Island Press’s
intent—it is in the organization’s
founding DNA.”
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Creating Safe Streets
Books provide the space necessary
to examine complex problems in
depth. They are the best format
for presenting practical solutions
grounded in evidence, research,
and data. Island Press editors
work with scientists, professionals,
and journalists to shape their
knowledge and experience for the
greatest impact—impact that may
never have happened if not inspired
by a book.
That’s why the streets of Boston are
safer for cyclists today. An Island
Press book, Tactical Urbanism,
inspired one reader to create a
protective barrier for a bike lane
where a local cyclist had been killed.
In September 2015, architect
Jonathan Fertig told Fast Company,
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“When a young woman was killed
by a truck driver last month while
riding the route that I ride every
day, it hit me in an unexpectedly
personal way.”
Using traffic cones and potted
plants, a strategy he learned from
Tactical Urbanism, Fertig created
a barrier along the bike lane.
His actions immediately created
separate space for bikes and cars
on the once-deadly street. “In an
instant, cars were no longer using
the bike lane as a turning lane,” he
said.
His actions made such an impact
that the City of Boston installed
official flex posts, making one
dangerous intersection safer for
cyclists, drivers, and pedestrians.
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Inspiring New Policies
When people come together to
share ideas, powerful things can
happen. One example comes
from Raleigh, NC, where the city
council is using Gabe Klein’s
Start-Up City to reshape mobility
in their city.
In December 2015, several
councilors attended a State of
Mobility meeting hosted by the

Regional Transportation Alliance,
where we had arranged for
Gabe to speak. Councilor Mary
Ann Baldwin was among those
inspired by his stirring keynote
address. At the next council
meeting, she arrived with a stack
of books, giving a copy to each of
the councilors.

the book for discussion at their
upcoming council retreat. She
told them she was inspired by
Gabe’s experience and advice for
addressing many of the issues
that Raleigh is facing right now,
such as bike-share programs,
citizen
engagement,
and
attracting innovation.

Baldwin urged them to read

Envisioning Just Cities
With your support, Island Press
is experimenting with delivering
ideas in short forms—articles,
interviews, and op-eds that
can respond quickly to current
issues. In 2015, we helped
emerging leaders write and place
35 articles about the social and
environmental implications of
climate change, and we continue
this work today. This gives us
a great opportunity to bring
creative thinking to the public by
amplifying emerging voices.
One such voice is that of Denise
Fairchild, president of the
Emerald Cities Collaborative, a
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nonprofit organization working
to create sustainable, just, and
inclusive economies. Denise has
deep experience in community
development, which gives her a
unique perspective on connecting
sustainability to equity. To
have an impact, we need to
support people like her who
can reach “beyond the choir” of
environmentalists to additional
stakeholders.
Island Press helped her craft and
place a series of articles in Grist,
Governing, and other outlets on
making equity and inclusion part
of our urban future. As a result,

an international news network
asked for her help on a three-part
series on “energy ghettos,” and
Salon, independently, published
an article citing Denise’s writings
on what clean energy could mean
for communities of color—a
great example of how, with your
support, Island Press can expand
an idea’s reach.
Follow our progress at www.
medium.com/@UrbanResilience.
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Connecting to Change the World

Praise for Island Press Titles
Artful Rainwater Design

“Stuart Echols and Eliza Pennypacker rethink
traditional stormwater treatment systems and
offer innovative solutions for managing heavy
rainwater and the runoff in ways that are valuable
and beautiful. From the book’s opening pages,
readers are reminded that rain is a resource, not
a waste product.”
The College

Science of Open Spaces

“Scientists, theorists, conservationists,
policy-makers, teachers, and students alike
will find The Science of Open Spaces useful
and challenging. … like most of us, [Curtin]
has sought to make the most of his personal
experience as a scientist concerned with the
conservation of open spaces, and striving
to see clearly through complexity. His effort,
and the results he presents, will strongly
resonate with readers.”
Ecology

“This book is a significant
contribution to the field of social
change. Whether your work
focuses in the realm of creating
policy coalitions, collective impact
roundtables, social movements, or
communities of practice, veteran
and novice network builders will
wonder how we ever managed
without this rich resource.”

Maytree

Tactical Urbanism

“Tactical Urbanism is a clarion
call for citizen action, offering
a cornucopia of examples and
well-illustrated by photographs
of how to effect lasting change
through small but incremental
steps toward building cities for
communities rather than isolated
individuals.”

Brilliant Green

“A brilliant fusion
of historical and
modern research,
Brilliant
Green
is a quirky little
book that can be
quickly read, yet
it is captivating
and eye-opening,
and will make you
stop and think.”

New York Journal of Books

Start-Up City

“Accessible, narrative driven,
and with some keen insights
for practice, Start-Up City
is worth your time and your
money.”

Journal of the American
Planning Association

Conservation for
Cities

“Thorough, logical, and
conversational book for
those seeking to make
fast-growing cities work
for nature, and vice
versa."
Planning

The Guardian

Financial Statement
To view Island Press’s complete, audited financial statements, please visit www.islandpress.org.

INCOME

Fundraising

Foundation
Grants
18%

Earned
Revenue
64%

Individual
Contributions
18%

Revenue
Earned Revenue..................$2,221,976
Foundation Grants...............$638,551
Individual Contributions......$623,816
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Management &
Administration

EXPENSES
9%

12%

Program
Services
79%

Expenses
Program Services........................$3,636,278
Management & Administration....$545,667
Fundraising.................................$426,885
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